Reading medicine was once a dream to Hau Sen. UCSI helped make it a reality.

By providing an exhilarating learning environment, UCSI helped Hau Sen realise his potential. He gained new insights. He gained confidence. He gained an unforgettable social experience.

Hau Sen’s A-Level results – which include a 600 / 600 score in Physics – are stellar. Today, he pursues his childhood dream of being a doctor. And after his pre-university experience, there was only one clear option for med school: UCSI University.

One day, Hau Sen’s dream will save lives. We’re glad to be part of his story - every step of the way.

CENTRE FOR PRE-U STUDIES
• Foundation in Arts (A 11125; 01/2015)
• Foundation in Science (A 11776; 01/2019)
• Cambridge GCE A-Levels (by UCSI International School at UCSI University)

STUDY HERE. GO ANYWHERE.

Study at UCSI before transferring to partner universities in the Russell Group, Universities 21 and Australia’s Group of Light via the IDP route.

INTAKE SEPTEMBER
ENQUIRIES Mon – Sun | 9am – 5pm
03-9101 8882 ENROLMENT CALL CENTRE

ucsiuniversity.edu.my
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